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A new way of communicating
At the last EAAE General Assembly, held in Chania (Crete) in September 2009,
we agreed to try to improve communications within the EAAE.
The EAAE News Sheet will continue to be the
main means of communication, externally and
internally among the members of the Association,
with its periodical edition reports about all the
events where EAAE participates, as well as
interviews, general news and other internal or
legal affairs.
The EAAE web site is the continuous external face
of the Association. Being updated regularly, it’s
more flexible and complements all those aspects
that are dealt in the News Sheet.
However, some punctual news does not fit
exactly in a piece of information to be put in the News Sheet nor in the EAAE
web site. It needs extra rapid dissemination and greater scope of listeners.
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Schools’ activities, general events about Architecture Education, prizes, etc.
are examples of what could generate an issue of the EAAE Newsletter.
The publication of the Newsletter will follow no regular pattern. As soon as
we receive the information from the member Schools, or from other sources,
a new issue will be delivered. E-mail will be the way that Newsletters will
arrive to all recipients.
It is intended not only for Heads of Schools, but for the whole community:
staff and students. So schools’ ambassadors will be requested to disseminate
each issue as much as possible.
This first edition (number zero) is just to inform you of the new existence of
the EAAE Newsletter. The contents and frequency of the publication will
depend on input from all EAAE members.
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